Midmark Integrated Devices

Midmark devices are easy to use and integrate with your EHR to improve workflows and more efficiently capture patient diagnostic data so you can spend more time focusing on your patients.

OCHIN Epic Integration

The integration of diagnostic devices with OCHIN Epic makes capturing and analyzing patient vitals, spirometry, and ECG readings easier and more efficient—putting the information you need at your fingertips, saving time, reducing errors, and improving outcomes.

Available Devices

• ECG
  The compact, portable Midmark IQecg eases access to patient information, performing tests, and storing reports in the patient chart. OCHIN Epic integration reduces manual data entry and the risk of transcription errors, and on-screen tools help diagnose patients quickly for better outcomes. Instantly capture ECG waveforms on-screen to see an abnormal event when it occurs, and access reports any time from anywhere you can access the patient chart.

• Spirometry
  Midmark IQspiro is a cost-effective device for detecting and managing pulmonary disease. This digital spirometer makes it fast and easy to capture, interpret, and review patient tests, and store them in the patient record. Detailed test results with automatic interpretation help clinicians diagnose patients’ lung health quickly and accurately.

• Vitals
  Midmark IQvitals is an affordable, all-in-one vital signs device that provides automated blood pressure, temperature, SpO₂, and pulse rate readings with a touch of the screen. It connects seamlessly to OCHIN Epic with an intuitive user interface—designed by clinicians for clinicians—that displays the most commonly used results in an easy-to-read format to increase productivity, reduce errors, and simplify staff training.

OCHIN Technology Partner

MidMark is an OCHIN Technology Partner, providing integrated devices to members using OCHIN’s hosted Epic EHR.

This relationship allows OCHIN leverage to oversee and manage the vendor relationship and conduct legal and compliance review on our members’ behalf to streamline the contracting process, simplify billing, and extend our liability coverage to members.

OCHIN coordinated and paid for the interface and build required to use this product so our members don’t have to, and we are able to make it available for a fraction of market cost.

GETTING STARTED

Midmark Integrated Devices are available to OCHIN members through a statement of work. Contact your OCHIN Account Manager to learn more or get started.